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BlitzWolf BW-PLT1 smart star projector
Ensure a  unique atmosphere in  the room of  your  choice.  The BlitzWolf  BW-PLT1 Smart  Star  Projector  displays not  only  stars,  but  also
colorful nebulae for amazing visual effects. You can control it with the app, which also allows you to adjust various light parameters such
as brightness or  color.  There are also 4 modes,  DIY scenes and a timer function.  What's  more,  the product is  compatible with Google
Assistant and Amazon Alexa voice assistants.
 
A starry sky in your home
Create a unique atmosphere in your home. The star projector by BlitzWolf allows you to display thousands of rotating stars, stars with
colorful nebulae or nebulae alone on your wall or ceiling. You can also set it at 4 different angles for even more interesting visual effects.
Choose the best setting for you and enjoy the amazing atmosphere in the room of your choice!
 
Lots of possibilities with the app
You can conveniently control the projector with the BlitzWolf or Tuya app. Conveniently set the brightness and rotation speed, change
the  colors  of  the  nebula  and adjust  its  contrast.  The  possibilities  are  almost  endless!  You  can  also  choose  from 4  available  modes  or
create DIY scenes to further customize the light to fit the occasion. This makes the projector also great for a party or romantic dinner!
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Voice control
Want to turn on the projector or adjust the brightness, but don't have your smartphone handy? You don't have to move from your seat
anymore! BW-PLT1 is compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant smart assistants. So you can control it with voice commands.
Now all you need is a few well-chosen words to enjoy the beautiful starry sky in your own room!
 
In the box
Projector
USB cable
User manual
Brand
BlitzWolf
Model
BW-PLT1
Input
DC 5V 1A
Laser color
Green
Wavelength
515-520nm
Classification
Class I
LED color
RGB
LED projector effect
Nebula
Connection
Wi-Fi 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11 b/g/n
App
BlitzWolf / Tuya / Smart Life
Compatibility
Amazon Echo / Google Home
Operating temperature
-10°C - 40°C
Dimensions
151x78x151mm

Preço:

€ 55.01

Casa inteligente, Others, Lighting
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